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Shop whenever you want, save money, and protect your privacy    

What you need to know to find a treasure, bid in an auction – even buy a timeshare    

You can buy everything from beanies to Buicks on eBay – if you know how and where to look. So grab this book before you bid! The leading eBay maven tells you where to find the good stuff, how to shop and pay safely, how to save big bucks, and lots more.    

The Dummies Way    

	Explanations in plain English
	"Get in, get out" information
	Icons and other navigational aids
	Tear-out cheat sheet
	Top ten lists
	A dash of humor and fun


About the Author

Marsha Collier has offered Internet shopping advice to readers of The New York Times and Reader’s Digest as well as viewers of NBC’s Today Show and ABC’s The View.
   She spends a good deal of time on eBay. She loves buying and selling (she's a Power Seller), as well as meeting eBay users from around the world. As a columnist, author of two best-selling books on eBay, and guest lecturer at eBay University, Marsha shares her knowledge of eBay with millions of online shoppers.   

   Out of college, Marsha worked in fashion advertising for the Miami Herald; then she worked as Special Projects Coordinator for the Los Angeles Daily News. Upon the birth of her daughter in 1984, she founded a home-based advertising and marketing business. Her successful business, the Collier Company, Inc., was featured by Entrepreneur magazine in 1985, and in 1990, Marsha's company received the Small Business of the Year award from her California State Assemblyman and the Northridge Chamber of Commerce.   

   More than anything, Marsha loves to get a great deal—that's what drew her to eBay in 1996—and that's what keeps her busy at the site now. She buys everything from replacement toothbrush heads to parts for pool equipment to designer dresses. Marsha knows how to work eBay, and in this book she shares that knowledge with you.       
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Zabbix 1.8 Network MonitoringPackt Publishing, 2010

	Imagine you're celebrating the start of the weekend with Friday-night drinks with a few friends. And then suddenly your phone rings -- one of the servers you administer has gone down, and it needs to be back up before tomorrow morning. So you drag yourself back to the office, only to discover that some log files have been growing more...
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Kendo UI CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 50 recipes to help you rapidly build rich and dynamic user interfaces for web and mobile platforms.


	Overview

	
		Create rich interfaces for the Web using the Kendo UI application framework and various sets of widgets that come packaged in the library
	
		Build web applications for the mobile...
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The SmartMoney Guide to Long-Term Investing: How to Build Real Wealth for Retirement and Future GoalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
What do you imagine when you picture your retirement? Jet-setting around the world? Hopping between two homes—a condo on the beach and a wintry getaway in the mountains? Or simply living the life of Riley, playing golf or tennis with your buddies as the sun sets?

Whatever your goal, we realize that it’s a lot easier to dream...
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Building a Home Security System with BeagleBonePackt Publishing, 2013

	With Boost libraries you can really unleash the power of C++. Learn to build applications faster and better through a cookbook approach that uses tons of recipes to make it all so easy to assimilate and apply.

	
		Build your own state-of-the-art security system
	
		Monitor your system from anywhere you can receive...
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The New Stock Market: Law, Economics, and PolicyColumbia University Press, 2019

	The U.S. stock market has been transformed over the last twenty-five years. Once a market in which human beings traded at human speeds, it is now an electronic market pervaded by algorithmic trading, conducted at speeds nearing that of light. High-frequency traders participate in a large portion of all transactions, and a significant...
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Hands-On Data Visualization with Bokeh: Interactive web plotting for Python using BokehPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to create interactive and visually aesthetic plots using the Bokeh package in Python 

	
		Key Features

		
			A step by step approach to creating interactive plots with Bokeh
	
			Go from nstallation all the way to deploying your very own Bokeh application
	
			Work...
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